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 Irrational markets always win the day (but maybe not tomorrow) 
 Earnings really are not that great 
 Short covering comes in many forms 
 Inflation leads to recessions…just in case you forgot 
 Job Openings are disappearing 
 More signs of a global slowdown 
 The Fed keeps talking but nobody is listening (again) 
 Oil news confounds the markets 
 Quick Hits 
 Chart Crime of the week 

 Last 5d % YTD % 1yr % 
S&P 500 4,155  3.3% -12.2% -3.9% 
QQQ $322.89  5.2% -18.6% -10.9% 
US 10 YR 2.71% 2.79% 1.51% 1.22% 
USD/DXY 106.4 106.4 96.0 91.8 
VIX 22.0% 23.2% 17.2% 18.0% 
Oil $90.92  -7.3% 20.5% 28.5% 

     
*10yr, DXY, and VIX are levels not changes  
** Oil is front month futures, beware  

 

John Maynard Keynes had it right when he talked about the markets remaining irrational longer than you can 
remain solvent (or sane really).  The economic data is telling us a recession is here.  Political tensions are 
elevated with the Ukraine war having no end in sight and China not too thrilled with Pelosi visiting Taiwan (good 
for her).  Earnings are slumping except for Energy companies (which nobody likes all over again).  The yield curve 
continues to invert with 2-yr yields 0.37% higher than 10-yr yields.  And the Fed is screaming from the mountain 
top that it will be hiking rates to stamp out inflation no matter what it does to the already weakening economy 
(and hence the yield curve inversion).  But none of this matters.  Momentum is back in vogue.   

The new bullish narratives are that systematic funds will/must be buyers over the next week or two.  Corporate 
buybacks are set to pick up as Earnings season comes to pass.  Pension funds were supposedly sellers into 
month-end, so there is some relief from that overhang.  And hedge funds are still short.  As for the first two 
points (the third point is silly and the last one we address below), the connection is that they are price-based 
momentum strategies.  These work great until they do not. 
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If there were any wonder left about this market bounce, look no further than AMTD (ticker HKD).  It is a recent 
Chinese IPO in the US.  It had $25mm in revenues during the last year.  And after a 15000% run in the last two 
weeks since the IPO, it was worth more than Facebook (over $400b) at one point this week.  The Reddit maniacs 
have another GameStop on their hands…but GME was chump change compared to this one.  This will surely end 
like that one.  The suckers that hold will get burned and the ones running the pump & dump will get rich. 

Credit card spending has been moving higher.  The bulls point to this as strength in the consumer.  When 
combined with the ever-shrinking Personal Savings rate, we think it shows consumers are moving to their last-
resort source of financing.   

 Earnings really are not that great 

The narrative still spins that Earnings have been good.  The headline is an 8.4% growth rate.  But as we have 
been lamenting, if you strip out the 300% gain in Energy profits, you are left with a drop of -2.3%.  Obviously, it is 
not fair to cherry pick which numbers to exclude, but we think normalizing a 300% gain is logical.  We did have 
some of the Big Tech companies report better than expected this past week.  But beating lowered expectations 
is not reason to celebrate.  Some point to Microsoft and Amazon giving good guidance for the 3Q.  But both 
come on the heels of lowered guidance.  It seems to us that the mgmt. teams are trying to massage numbers 
and placate the short-term investors.  And it is worth noting that corporate sentiment as a whole is still trending 
lower despite guidance moving higher (Merrill’s data).  We suspect more negative growth in the coming quarter. 

 Short covering comes in many forms 

Goldman tells us that hedge funds have been adding to their Big Tech shorts since March.  The magnitude is not 
huge as the trough was 23% and the current level is 29%.  But this seems to indicate that short covering has not 
been a driver of this bear market bounce.  For some reason, the financial media loves to just look at hedge fund 
positioning.  Long-only funds and Retail investors can have a much larger impact.  We think long-only funds 
might have been reducing their “underweights” to Big Tech during this rally…this is their equivalent of short 
covering.  We suspected Retail was driving the FOMO bus…and the Wall Street Journal reports exactly this.  Like 
the hedge fund data, these numbers do not seem that large.  But putting it all together can surely drive a market 
higher.  And the data does not drill down deep enough to know which sub-factors are really getting squeezed.  
But we know it is the Fantasies and Frauds (with or without any new government money).  Whatever the case, 
this buying is rooted in momentum (just like the quant funds and corporate buybacks). 
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 Inflation leads to recessions…just in case you forgot 

Prices for Personal Consumption Expenditures (the PCE inflation gage which the Fed uses primarily) grew by 
6.8% in June which is an acceleration from the 6.3% in May.  Monthly, this was a 1% increase vs the previous 
0.6%.  The Core accelerated, as well, albeit it less so (4.8% vs 4.7%).  Some lauded the 0.6% monthly growth in 
Personal Income.   But did we not just highlight the inflation level at 1%?  Real Wages continue to decline.  David 
Rosenberg (the super smart economist that we say is often early to his proclamations) points out that recessions 
follow core inflation spikes.  John Mauldin notes that the only way to reduce demand in the economy quick 
enough is through mass layoffs.  Job Openings disappear first.  Then the layoffs. 
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 Job Openings are disappearing 

The JOLTS (Job Openings and Labor Turnover Survey) for June started showing us what we expected:  All those 
Job Openings are shriveling up and disappearing (Costanza in the Hamptons).  The headline dropped from 
11.3mm openings to 10.7mm.  Given the steady pace of increasing Jobless Claims and the rising cost of Labor 
(latest datapoint was the 2Q Employment Cost Index which continues to rise), we expect these Job Openings to 
continue to vanish. 

 

 Manufacturing Business Surveys are still negative, Services are mixed 

The ISM Manufacturing PMI came in better than expected.  Most notably, the Prices Paid component dropped 
significantly from 78.5 to 60.  The bulls are rejoicing!  Alas, this was the eighth month in a declining trend.  And 
the New Orders component sank further into negative territory.  As for the Prices Paid sinking, this is a 
disinflationary environment as we have been repeating which is a tell-tale sign of a recession (not to say prices 
are lower, they just are not accelerating higher).  The Markit Manufacturing PMI for July remained flat at 52.2.  
But this level historically indicates GDP growth is stalling.  And just like its ISM counterpart, New Orders sank 
into negative territory. 

But the Services surveys showed some strength.  The ISM’s New Orders index bounced nicely while the ISM 
headline moved a touch higher.  But the Markit PMI for Services remained in negative territory.  The same 
crazies that believe in profitless Tech also think this data in aggregate proves the economy is strong.  We called it 
mixed, but we expect it to worsen. 
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Construction Spending 

KC Fed Manufacturing ticked higher to 13 from 12.   Chicago PMI fell to 52.1 from 56. 

Consumer Sentiment in July ticked up a hair…to basically still be sitting at an all-time low. 

 More signs of a global slowdown 

German Retail Sales slid 8.8% (in real terms, not the silly unadjusted numbers excluding inflation in the US) in 
June vs last year.  This is the biggest drop since the data was first collected in 1994.  While Germans are 
conservative and will hunker down before any recession, they will not do it across the board.  Beer sales are up 
3.8% (in volume terms) in 2022 vs 2021. 

The official China PMI Manufacturing turned negative in July.  The private Caixin PMI (as private as anything can 
be in China) stayed just above the breakeven line.  Basically, the rally in China (in the market and economy) was 
just a shot of short-term insulin.  There has not been in real follow through on stimulus much less opening up 
the economy from rolling lockdowns.  Refinitiv has an interesting chart:  it connects the Chinese GDP with the 
amount of currency in circulation.  They tend to flow together with some occasional lags.  But Refinitiv says the 
recent spike in cash is more from hoarding than stimulus (to our point about no real stimulus).  Some rural banks 
have stopped withdrawals which we know only speeds them up.  Many bank customers have stopped paying 
their mortgages because they have not taken possession of their homes yet (unfinished building by bankrupt 
property developers).  And of course, the virus-fear is still rampant.  This does not sound like a healthy economy 
(pun intended). 
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Logically, the Global Manufacturing PMI is also sputtering.  The reversal in inventories is one of the main drivers 
(do not listen to political hacks who claim inventories do not matter.) 
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 The Fed keeps talking but nobody is listening (again) 

One of the things lost in the Fed shuffle is that the recent 0.75% hike was the first unanimous vote (12-0) since 
2005.  On top of this, Neel Kashkari, the uber-dove of the Minneapolis Fed, commented that inflation is “very 
concerning,” and the Fed will “do what we need to do.”  While Kashkari is not a voting member this year (the 
regional Fed presidents rotate in voting), he has been the most dovish voice for the seven years he has been 
with the Fed.  His now hawkish voice probably resonates with his colleagues at the Fed.  Along these lines, there 
have been another five Fed speakers all voicing the same harsh tone about needing to stamp out inflation.  But 
the market still thinks it is going to “pivot.” 

Alan Blinder, formerly of the Federal Reserve and now walking the halls of academia, showed his true colors and 
said this was not a recession because it was “just inventories.”  Tell that to Target or Walmart.  But he did 
dismiss the idea that the Fed would reverse course so quickly and cut rates in June of next year.  Even the 
political idealogues in the supposedly apolitical Federal Reserve (past and present) realize the absurdity of hiking 
rates now to cut them in short order. 

 

 Oil news confounds the markets 

The oil market has been more confounding that usual lately.  While the equity market acts like there is no 
recessions nor will there be one, crude oil continues to slump under the falling-demand narrative.  The actual 
facts and headlines should be oil supportive.  OPEC+ is only going to try and increase production by 100k barrels 
per day.  This is down from the previous target of 400k.  CNBC reports that one of the OPEC oil ministers said 
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they simply have no spare capacity.  And the US oil companies are all still sticking to their commitment to not 
increasing production.  And Russia is playing more games with Kazakhstan’s oil exports as the Caspian pipeline 
(which crosses through Russia) is currently undergoing more “maintenance.”  It carries about 1.5mm bpd. 

 

 Chart Crime of the week 

This “professor” was challenged for his ridiculous line drawing.  The tweet is a bit fuzzy because he deleted it, 
but someone was able to grab a screenshot (perhaps this is why there is no x-axis, as well).  The worst part is 
after deleting the tweet, he continued to claim people were “tyrannical” in the challenging of his made-up 
finding.  

 

 

 Quick Hits 
 The average price for a 30-second advertising spot during an NFL regular season game last year 

was $480k. 
 The NFL ad partners collected $4.4b last season. 
 The NFL will start to collect $10b per season for broadcast rights (2023 forward). 
 China Evergrande, the Chinese property developer in default, used funds in a subsidiary to 

pledge against a loan for the parent company’s general operations.  While this was a blatant 
attempt at screwing over the foreign creditors that own debt in the subsidiary, it also harms the 
subsidiary’s operations which is one of the main ways the parent company stays afloat. 

 The Federal Reserve and FDIC both sent warning letters to Voyager Digital about fraudulently 
stating its customers deposits were federally insured.  Recall Voyager is bankrupt. 
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 Bankrupt cryptocurrency lending platform, Celsius, had its customers’s data breached in a cyber-
attack/leak. 

 The latest stimulus bill (with the phony inflation-fighting name)is supposed to reduce the budget 
deficit by $288b over the next 10 years.  But 98% of this “savings” is after 2024.  And $122b of it 
is a phantom accounting trick.  The CBO is including future spending that will never happen in 
the baseline.  It relates to the reduction of payments to Pharmacy Benefit Managers.  Both 
parties agreed the reduction of these payments will not affect costs, but the provision was left 
in the budget so they could cut the nonexistent spending later on. 

 West Virginia is seeking to not do business with companies that shun fossil fuels.  (We do not 
like to comment in the Quick Hits section, but this is as silly as California’s bias against states 
with politics it does not like.) 

 Calvin Ridley was suspended for the entire NFL season because he wagered $1500 on games he 
was not playing.  Deshaun Watson will only miss six games and still make $30mm despite sexual 
assault allegations from 25-30 women.  The NFL has stated in the past that it does not use legal 
standards in handing down punishments. 

 The Beach Boys and Guns N’ Roses both recorded songs written by Charles Manson while in 
prison.  We learned this while reading about a fight over his estate. 

 Lucid, the Tesla wannabe despite having a better product, cut production guidance by 50% twice 
in the last 6-8 months.  For the 2Q, it delivered 679 cars.  This is still a $30b market cap 
company. 
 
 

Trading:  We continue to add very slowly to our Put protection.  Basically, much of the value we had a month 
ago has evaporated.  We woulda/coulda/shoulda taken off more when we did.  But we do not want to be too 
early in putting more back on.  Our conviction against these profitless Fantasy Techs and Frauds has not 
changed.  But the momentum in the market can be vicious, so we want to be prudent and take our time.  
Otherwise, we continue to buy the defensive sectors like Utilities, Health Care, and Energy (not traditionally 
defensive but it fits that mold now).  We also are slowly adding to our long USD position. 

TSLAQ:  Elon Musk’s father said he was not proud of Elon.  He also said he was worried about Elon’s ability to 
find a romantic partner.  The dad, Errol Musk, has children with his stepdaughter.  We might just have a new 
Bond Villain. 

 

Check out our website to learn more about Chalk Creek Partners 

Carlisle's Twitter Financial List 

   Carlisle's LinkedIn 

 

The information presented does not involve the rendering of personalized investment, financial, legal or tax 
advice, and it is intended to be general market commentary.  Information presented is believed to be factual 
and up-to-date, but we do not guarantee its accuracy and it should not be regarded as a complete analysis of 
the subjects discussed. All expressions of opinion reflect the judgment of the authors as of the date of 
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preparation and are subject to change. Certain information has been provided by third-party sources and, 
although believed to be reliable, it has not been independently verified and its accuracy or completeness cannot 
be guaranteed.  Past performance is not indicative of future results. 


